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One of our best-selling titles reissued with 20+ beautiful, full-color photos inside!Have just the

essentials on hand? Here's a whole collection of our simplest and most scrumptious recipesâ€¦all

with 5 Ingredients or Less! You'll find dishes that loved ones will enjoy year 'round. Whether it's

eating buttery sweet corn in the summertime or warming up with a bowl of vegetable soup after

school, everyone's fondest memories include favorite meals for every season! You'll love our easy

recipes for tummy-tempting treats like Mixed-Up Meatball Dip, Parmesan-Garlic Biscuits and

Chicken & Dumplin' Soup. Serve up lots of smiles with Cornbread Corn Casserole, Saucy

Mozzarella Chicken, Autumn Apple Crisp and Grandma's Shortcake. In addition, you'll find quick

and crafty ideas for decorating your home and setting the table with style plus lots of clever tips for

gifts to surprise family & friends!
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Tamale Pie15-oz. can chili, divided10-oz. pkg. corn chips, divided1 onion, minced and

divided2â€‚13-1/2 oz. cans beef tamales, chopped and divided2 c. shredded Cheddar cheese,

divided Spread one cup chili in the bottom of a greased 2-quart casserole dish; layer half the corn

chips, half the onion and one can tamales on top. Sprinkle with half the cheese; repeat layers.

Cover and bake at 350 degrees for one hour. Let cool for 10 minutes before serving. Makes 12

servings.



I recently stumbled upon your cookbooks and other great products, and I just wanted to let you

know you're amazing! Cooking everyday for the family can become a daunting task, but you've

made cooking easy & fun.  Megan Koudijs Fonthill, Ontario Â  I ran across your website not long

ago, and I enjoy it so much. Every recipe I have tried has been so easy and turns out perfect. You

guys are the best! Your website is more personal than other recipe websites I find when I search for

new recipes. Thanks for the work you do to keep your website informative. Karen Ryan Oak Hill,

WV Â  I have to let you know that my culinary teacher gave everyone in our class two of your

cookbooks as Christmas gifts: 101 Homestyle Favorites and Sunday Dinner at Grandma's. I just

love these books. I had them at work, and I really had to guard them, not only from my co-workers

but from customers. Your books are easy to follow and have lots of recipes that I will actually make. 

Thank you! Faye Bruce Rising Sun, IN Â  What a warm and pleasant surprise it was to receive my

own copy of Rush-Hour Recipes. It arrived on a cold, snowy January day that turned into a happy,

delightful one when I saw the bright, beautiful and homey cover! I so look forward to making many of

the grand recipes. Arlene Smulski Lyons, IL

We've tried a few recipes so far, and they have all turned out fine. My husband loves it because he's

learning to cook and it's so easy with just five ingredients. I find we often need to add more

seasoning with herbs to get full flavor - that's the reason for 4 stars.

85% of the recipes in this book are *swimming* in mayonnaise, butter, salt, oil, and sugar. I had

ordered this to give to my son (35 years old) because he is not such a great cook and would need

simple recipes. He has heart problems though, and these recipes would be unhealthy for anyone,

but definitely unhealthy for him. I can't believe that the reviews are so glowing for this cookbook! (I

bought it based on the reviews)! Is everyone across America cooking and eating like this? If so, it's

a miracle everyone's still alive LOL. (......Disappointed).

Thus far, everything in this cookbook is GOOD and HANDY (I have only had it a week or so, and

have already used it three times, to the neglect of my other Gooseberry Patch cookbooks!) It's lots

of fun just to read the recipes, which are both mouth-watering and almost TOO easy. Clear, simple

instructions will please even the most novice cooks. I also loved how this book was organized by

season: lighter, fresher dishes in the summer section; cozier, comfort-food dishes in the fall and

winter.The recipes are also extremely inexpensive to make, and in many cases, by using the

staples you probably already have. In other words, this book is a no-lose situation! I'd choose it as a



gift for any newlywed, college student, or family-on-the-go.There are even really cute ideas for

dressing up and changing flea-market finds, and other simple crafts and decorating ideas that even

a fumble-fingers such as myself can handily accomplish.Only one very minor complaint...it seemed

that some seasonings were left out of a few the recipes, simply to keep them under 5 ingredients.

But the basics here are so good I wouldn't have minded if they called for 10 ingredients.UPDATE:

Today I made the recipe for BIG Chocolate Cookies on Page 57. Something went wrong, or there

was poor editing in temperature or ingredients, or SOMETHING. I ended up with a huge, gloppy,

inedible mess. I've been baking since age 9 and have never had such a failure as this particular

recipe. Gah!!

I purchased this book for my daughter in law, who does not like to cook.She loves the book. She

tried a recipes the same day and it cameout great. I also looked at the book and I wrote myself of

coupleof the recipes down. Great cookbook!!!!!!!

I gave this cookbook to a ten year old cooking enthusiast who enjoys making easy dishes and

learns from his mom and dad how to prepare food. Needless to say he was over joyed when he got

it and has since made four recipes from the "summer" and "Autumn" sections of this cookbook.

I'm a great fan of 5 ingredients or less cookbooks and this one just became one of my favorites. I

just tried one of the recipes-Savory Cranberry Chicken. It was so easy to prepare and it came out

great! I was so happy the dish came out great, that I shared a photo of it on FB. I highly recommend

this cookbook.

I have several Gooseberry Patch cookbooks and I have found some good recipes in each one but I

especially like this one because they are so easy and call for ingredients I usually have on hand. I

intended to give this to my daughter-in-law but decided it was too good to give away so will probably

order a second one for her.

What I wanted were affordable dinners, this book is mostly appetizers and side dishes.
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